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ABSTRACT

A discussion is presented on a polonium extraction technology that would reduce the radioactivity of the lead-
bismuth coolant for fast reactors. This technology is based on the formation of the polonium hydride from the
reaction of hydrogen gas with polonium-activated LBE. The equilibrium chemistry of the reaction was
experimentally investigated. As a result, a correlation was generated for the free-energy of formation of the
polonium hydride as a function of temperature. This correlation was then used for preliminary modeling of a
polonium extraction system consisting in a mass exchanger where fine LBE droplets fall in countercurrent flow with
a stream of pure hydrogen. It was found that a relatively compact and efficient polonium extraction system could be
in principle designed, although significant technological and safety issues remain that are associated with the use
and processing of hydrogen gas contaminated with polonium.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The next generation of nuclear power reactors will have to compete economically with coal and natural gas fired
power plants, while maintaining safety, proliferation resistance, and waste minimization. One of the more
promising concepts is the lead-bismuth-cooled fast reactor that can be used for both actinide burning and power
production. The advantages of lead alloys over other fast-reactor coolants are related to the following basic material
characteristics: chemical inertness with air and water, high atomic number, high boiling temperature, low vapor
pressure at operating temperatures and high thermal conductivity (e.g. see reference [1]). LBE-cooled fast reactors
have been investigated in Russia [2], in Japan [3] and in the US at the University of California at Berkeley [4], the
Argonne National Laboratory [5], the Idaho National Laboratory [6] and MIT [7]. An LBE-cooled, accelerator-
driven, sub-critical system has been proposed by the Los Alamos National Laboratory for burning the actinides and
long-life fission products from spent light water reactor fuel [8]. A similar system has also been proposed in Europe
by the CERN laboratory [9].

However, LBE nuclear reactors have actually been constructed and operated only in Russia, and several
important technological issues (e.g. structural material corrosion, coolant chemistry control, removal of impurities,
coolant activation) still need to be addressed. One of the most important issues is the radiological hazard associated
with the activation of the LBE coolant upon neutron bombardment. Polonium-210 (an extremely toxic alpha-emitter
of approximately 140 days half-life) is formed from 209Bi by neutron capture according to the following reaction:

U mPo A MPb Eq.l
lU2=13Sdays

In a typical LBE-cooled reactor the primary system is sealed and segregated from the secondary system by the
steam generator. As a result, polonium is retained in the LBE coolant during normal operating conditions and can
cause problems only if coolant leakage occurs. However, some polonium migrates to the cover gas in the reactor
plenum and will diffuse outside the primary system when the reactor is opened for refueling and maintenance.
Recent studies within the framework of the Los Alamos National Laboratory ATW project [10] indicate that
exposure of plant personnel to polonium can be maintained within tolerable limits even in the event of a massive
release of the cover gas or coolant into the reactor room. Nevertheless, due to its long half-life, 2l0Po may limit



access to the surfaces on which it deposits, thus increasing maintenance costs and/or collective doses. Considerable
experience in dealing with polonium-related issues has been gained in the past 30 years in Russia where several
submarines were equipped with LBE-cooled nuclear reactors [2,11]. A polonium technology was developed that
includes special polonium filters for air cleaning, polonium-adsorbing adhesive films for decontamination of large
surfaces, special respirators, and pressurized suits for maintenance of contaminated areas [11].

The polonium hazard can be significantly reduced by continuous on-line extraction from the reactor coolant
because the rate of polonium release under any circumstances is proportional to its concentration in the LBE melt.
Even small rates of extraction can result in a considerable reduction of the polonium concentration in LBE, as shown
in Figure 1 for a typical LBE-cooled fast reactor at several different fast flux levels (core and reactor pool
characteristics from reference [7]). However, it should be emphasized that, despite the construction of several
submarine LBE reactors in the former Soviet Union, there is no industrially established and proven polonium
extraction technology. The development of such technology is the objective of current work at the Idaho National
Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) and at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
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Figure 1. Effect of polonium extraction on the LBE radioactivity.

2. POLONIUM EXTRACTION

When generated in the LBE, polonium rapidly forms a rather stable compound with lead, known as lead
polonide, PbPo [12,13], which is then the initial chemical species all polonium extraction systems ought to focus
upon. Five promising chemical/physical mechanisms of PbPo removal from the LBE have been identified:

1) Polonium Hydride Stripping. Formation of the volatile polonium hydride from the reaction of hydrogen gas
with polonium-contaminated LBE:

PbPo+H2 -> H2Po+Pb Eq.2

2) PbPo Distillation. Direct high temperature evaporation of the lead polonide.

3) Alkaline Extraction. Formation and separation of sodium polonide from the reaction of molten sodium
hydroxide with polonium contaminated LBE:

PbPo+4NaOH Eq3

4) Electro-deposition (or electroplating). Deposition of the lead polonide induced by the application of an electric
field.

5) Formation of Rare-Earth Polonides. Removal of polonium by formation of solid polonide species with
Praseodymium or Thulium.

In this paper a summary of the work done at the INEEL and MIT in the area of hydride stripping is reported.



3. CHEMISTRY OFTHE POLONIUM HYDRIDE (EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION)

The formation and release of polonium hydride upon mixing of a high temperature LBE melt with steam was
studied at MIT as part ofthe feasibility study of an LBE/water direct contact heat transfer fast reactor [7]. The
following reaction was investigated:

PbPo+H2O -> H2Po+PbO Eq.4

which can be obtained from Eq.2 by subtracting the lead/lead oxide equilibrium:

Pb+H2O <-» H2+PbO Eq.5

The free energy of Eq.4 was measured in the experimental apparatus illustrated in Figure 2. The reaction cell
comprises a high pressure/high temperature stainless steel autoclave hosting an LBE bath, which includes activated
2l0Po of specific activity 66.1mCi/kg (specific activity subsequent to neutron irradiation in the MIT research
reactor). The cell is equipped with heaters, thermocouples, a temperature controller, a pressure gage and a stirrer
and is connected to two gas tanks and two high-efficiency H2P0 traps in series. A controlled gas mixture was
injected in the autoclave and then released through the traps. The associated polonium release was measured by
alpha-counting of the trapping solution (e.g. by means of a liquid scintillator or by electroplating on nickel
planchets) and, combined with knowledge of the system temperature, enabled calculation of the free-energy of
formation of the polonium hydride as a function of temperature, as plotted in Figure 3. All the details of this
experimental investigation can be found in a separate publication [7]. Note that the free energy of Eq.2 can also be
obtained by subtracting the free energy of Eq.5 from that of Eq.4, as illustrated in Figure 3 . The result is:

AG(T)=24.9+0.047T Eq.6

where AG is the free-energy variation (kJ/moi) of Eq.2 and T is in K. Knowledge of the free energy enables
calculation ofthe equilibrium concentration ofthe species involved, but does not provide information on the rate at
which the reaction takes place. Therefore the kinetics of the reaction of Eq.2 is now being investigated so that a
realistic evaluation of a polonium removal system based on H2Po stripping can be obtained. Also, the deposition of
polonium hydride on typical structural materials (e.g. stainless steel, zirconium) will be explored, which will help
selecting a suitable containing material for the polonium removal system.
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Figure 2. The reaction cell for investigation of
polonium hydride stripping.

Figure 3. Free-energy ofthe H2Po formation
reactions.



4. MODELING OF EXTRACTION SYSTEMS BASED ON POLONIUM HYDRIDE STRIPPING

Polonium hydride is a very volatile and unstable gas. Therefore, the reaction of Eq.2 can be in principle
utilized as the basis for a polonium extraction system where a stream of pure hydrogen gas and a Pb-Bi mass are put
in contact to induce formation of the polonium hydride, which readily gets entrained by the hydrogen. The gaseous
mixture is then processed separately, e.g. the mixture can be bubbled through an alkaline aqueous solution of
pH>12, which was shown to exhibit H2P0 trapping efficiencies in excess of 99% [7]. A schematic of a mass
exchanger that realizes this concept is illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Schematic of a polonium hydride exchanger.

To maximize the mass transfer area, the liquid Pb-Bi is atomized into fine droplets that fall in countercurrent
flow with the hydrogen stream. To evaluate the performance of this system, let us define the following quantities: G
is the Pb-Bi mass flux (kg/rrfs), nd the droplet concentration (droplets/m3), D4 the droplet diameter, Vd the droplet
velocity, VH2 the hydrogen velocity, PH2 the hydrogen pressure and S the mass exchanger flow area. With reference
to an axial region of thickness dz about z and indicating by aPo and Cpo the polonium hydride concentration in
hydrogen (mol/ir?) and the polonium concentration in Pb-Bi (mol/kg), respectively, the following mass transfer
equations can be written:

= VH2SaPo(z+dz) -=« t

GSCPo(z+dz) = nH1PondSdz + GSCPo(z)

Eq.7

Eq.8

where nH2Po is the rate of polonium hydride release from a single Pb-Bi droplet (mol/s) and can be readily evaluated
as:
nHiPo=nD\hJ<aPo;-aPo) E ( l - 9

ap0]S is the polonium hydride concentration in hydrogen at the droplet surface and hm is the droplet mass transfer
coefficient which can be evaluated from the Ranz-Marshall correlation, recommended in [14] for mass transfer from
falling droplets:

/ -vO.33

- ^ - = 2+ 0.6 Re °A Mjn 1 E ( J 1 0

Eq.ll

DA

where Re<j is the droplet Reynolds number:

and |AH2 and PH2 are the hydrogen viscosity and density, respectively. DAB is the binary diffusion coefficient of H2P0
in hydrogen. Because no data are available on the thermophysical properties of H2P0, DAB was assumed equal to the
diffusion coefficient of H2O (which is molecularly homologous to H2P0) in hydrogen and scaled to the pressure and
temperature of interest.
Treating H2P0 as an ideal gas, ap0>s is related to the local H2P0 partial pressure PH2PO,S as:



q

RT
where R is the universal gas constant and T is the system absolute temperature. Assuming chemical equilibrium at
the droplet surface (i.e. neglecting the reaction kinetics), Ifepo,s can be calculated from the equilibrium constant of
Eq.2, k, as:

_A££) p
j . - . ~W _ rH2Po.s Eq.13

Cpo' HI
where the chemical activity of liquid lead was set equal to unity. The free energy variation AG is from Eq.6.
Combining Eq.12 and 13, one gets:

r p —
aPos=^^e'^ • Eq.14

' RT
Back-substituting Eq.14 into Eq.9, 8 and 7, the following system of two linear homogeneous ordinary differential
equations in the two unknown ap0 and Cp0 is obtained:

VH2^-=ndKD]hA--TCPa-aP0) Eq.15

^ M^) Eq.16

which can be readily integrated with the boundary conditions apo(0)=0 and Cpo(L)=Cpo>i (where Cp0i; is the polonium
concentration in Pb-Bi at the mass exchanger inlet, z=L) to yield:

GCPo. i-e-(^-")- E 1 7

aiz) = — -

a
-OS-a)z

~e e Eq.18
- Po,l

a
The following definitions were adopted:

Eq.19
(jKl

^ndnD]hm±- Eq.20
v m

The polonium removal efficiency of the mass exchanger, e, is defined as:

Z_CPO,-CPM Eq>21
^Po, i

and can be easily calculated from Eq.18 as:

£ =-7r— Eq.22

a
It can be demonstrated that the radioactivity reduction resulting from a polonium extraction system actually depends
on the product of e and G (see Eq.28 and reference [16]). Therefore, the performance index T|=eG is defined, for
which the following equation holds:

i i_ e - (0-a)£

a



Note that via a and (3, r\ depends on the following variables: PH2, T, VH2, G, Dd, L, Vd and nd. However, only PH2, T,
VH2, G, Dd and L are independent3.
Vd can be calculated by equating the hydrogen drag force to the droplet weight:

c £ D2 PHI r E q > 2 4

where pd=104kg/m3 is the droplet density and Vr=VH2+Vd is the hydrogen/droplet relative velocity. Solving for Vr

one gets:

<>P<>S Eq.25
13 CDPH2

Ishii and Kataoka [15] recommend the use of the following expression for the drag coefficient Q> for a droplet in
highly dispersed flow:

C =2°*L Eq.26
° Re°/

valid for 5<Red<1000. Eq.25 is an implicit equation in Vd (because Red depends on Vd) and its solution requires
iteration. Note that, for a given Dd, the value of VH2 should be kept below Vr to allow the Pb-Bi droplets to fall,
nd is obtained from the continuity equation:

G=-D3p n V => g Eq.27
6 d d d d n

We are now ready to use Eq.23 to analyze the performance of the mass exchanger (i.e. r\) as a function of the
independent variables. The variation of r\ with the hydrogen pressure and the system temperature is illustrated in
Figure 5 for arbitrary values of L, Dd, VH2 and G. As expected, r| decreases with temperature because formation of

the polonium hydride is thermodynamically favored at low temperature (i.e. i™±L> n)- Also, r| increases with the
dT

hydrogen pressure as expected from Eq.14. We shall then select T=l 50°C (i.e. 25°C above the freezing temperature
of Pb-Bi) and Pn2=40atm as our reference values.
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Figure 5. Temperature and pressure effects on the
mass exchanger performance.

Figure 6. The droplet size and hydrogen velocity
effects on the mass exchanger performance.

In Figure 6, r\ is plotted as a function of the hydrogen velocity and the Pb-Bi droplet diameter for reference
values of PH2 and T and arbitrary values of L and G. Note that, as already mentioned, for a given droplet diameter,
the hydrogen velocity must be kept below a maximum acceptable value corresponding to complete droplet
suspension. It can be seen that for given droplet diameter, T| increases with the hydrogen velocity. This is expected

1 G and Dd can be controlled by proper design of the atomizer.



because a higher hydrogen velocity results in a lower droplet velocity, a higher droplet concentration and
consequently a larger mass transfer area. On the other hand, in the region of low hydrogen velocity, t| decreases
with the droplet size because a smaller droplet size results in larger droplet concentration and again in a higher mass
transfer area. Although Figure 6 indicates that larger values of T| can be attained by increasing the hydrogen
velocity and the droplet diameter, we select the intermediate values Dd=200|im and \fr2=3m as reference. This
translates into a droplet velocity of about 0.8m/s.

Finally, in Figure 7 r\ is plotted as a function of the mass exchanger length for several different values of G. It
can be seen that, at low L, T| increases with G due to the increase of droplet concentration (i.e. for given D<i and Vd,
nd increases with G). On the other hand, as L increases, T| approaches an asymptotic value independent of G. This
is due to the fact that, if the channel is long enough, the polonium hydride concentration in hydrogen reaches the
saturation value corresponding to CpOj regardless of the droplet concentration (i.e. regardless of G, Vd and Dd). It is
thought that the selection of L=lm and G=10kg/m2s as reference values provides an adequate compromise of system
compactness and high performance. A summary of the reference values of the mass exchanger is reported in Figure
4 above. Note that with the selection of the parameters of Figure 4 the average droplet-to-droplet distance I_d=na1/3

is about 1.5mm. Because it is Ld»Dd , significant mass transfer area reduction due to droplet coalescence should
not occur in the system.

In reference [16] it is shown that the effect of a polonium extraction system is to reduce the alpha-activity of the
LBE coolant by a factor F, where F is:
^ , sGS

KcMLBE
Eq.28

where \ i e c is the Po decay constant and M^BE is the total LBE inventory in the reactor. To illustrate the
effectiveness of the polonium hydride mass exchanger approach, let us assume S=2m2 and Mi,BE=106kg. Then, for
T|=3.4kg/m2s, Eq.28 yields F= 120, i.e. the polonium activity is reduced by over two orders of magnitude.
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Figure 7. The Pb-Bi mass flux and channel length effects Figure 8. Overview of the polonium hydride stripping
on the exchanger performance. extraction system.

A schematic of the entire polonium extraction system is illustrated in Figure 8. It is anticipated that the
polonium-rich LBE coming from the reactor pool (or from the target coolant loop) is at relatively high temperature
and low pressure, i.e. probably ~400°C and latm, respectively. Before it enters the mass exchanger, a cooler and a
pump bring the LBE to the extraction system operating conditions (i.e. 150°C and 40atm, respectively). At the mass
exchanger inlet the LBE is atomized into fine droplets, falls against the up-flowing hydrogen stream, is drained out
of the mass exchanger, passes through a depressurization valve to reduce the pressure back to its nominal value and



is finally redirected to the reactor pool (or to the target cooling loop). On the other hand, the hydrogen gas exiting
the mass exchanger is bubbled through a pool of alkaline aqueous solution (also operating at 150°C and 40atm) that
traps the polonium hydride. The clean hydrogen is then recirculated to the mass exchanger by a gas compressor.

It should be emphasized that the system described above presents major technical and safety challenges. The
use of high-pressure hydrogen is a safety issue per se because of its chemical reactivity with oxygen, naturally
present in the air of the reactor compartment. In addition, the hydrogen line from the mass exchanger to the H2P0
trapping station is heavily contaminated with polonium, which would aggravate the consequences of a
hydrogen/oxygen explosion. Moreover, the highly alkaline trapping solution, besides being corrosive, needs to be
periodically regenerated by removing the accumulated polonium. This can probably be done by reducing the
alkalinity of the solution and thus inducing precipitation of solid polonium (as per the pH-potential diagram of
polonium), but it will likely require an additional dedicated loop (not shown in Figure 8). Finally, the feasibility of
an LBE atomizer with the required performance needs to be demonstrated.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Basic equilibrium chemistry data were collected for formation of the polonium hydride as a mechanism of
polonium removal from activated LBE. These data were used for preliminary modeling of a polonium extraction
system consisting in a mass exchanger where fine LBE droplets fall in countercurrent flow with a stream of pure
hydrogen. It was found that a relatively compact and efficient polonium extraction system could be in principle
designed, although significant technological and safety issues remain that are associated with the use and processing
of hydrogen gas contaminated with polonium.
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